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- signs of fungus fruit present (mushrooms,
etc.)

- stains present

Typical questions addressed to Arbor Base in-
volve insect and disease problems, pesticides,
herbicides, climbing techniques, roots and root
damage, and environmental concerns. However,
Arbor Base is open to any questions or problems
in the arboriculture industry.

Any or all of the Arbor Base services are
available by telephone or by mail. Costs for the
service typically range from $30 to $40, which in-
cludes the service charge as well as the charge

for computer time. ISA members receive a $10
discount on the Arbor Base service charge. In the
United States the toll-free number is 1 -800-ISA-
TREE. Users in Pennsylvania, Alaska, and Hawaii
can call 215-322-4040. Queries also can be
mailed to Arbor Base Information Clearinghouse,
207 Lakeside Drive, Southampton, Pennsylvania
18966-4527.
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Our approach over the years has been to hire or appoint a safety director who would be told to "make
those people work safely." The director, of course, would write a new safety manual, new safety rules,
and new slogans, set up safety meetings and come up with penalties for not working safely, the longstan-
ding frustration in this approach was that it did not work. Accidents continued to happen, claim costs con-
tinued to escalate and many safety directors would leave the company in frustration. Judging from poor
work records up to that point, the experts were obviously neither a safety director nor the upper-
management person writing rules and regulations from the corporate office. The answer is obvious. The
person performing the work has the most knowledge of and the most control over the task being perform-
ed. The field employee is the expert who can solve the problem. You need to ask the expert. On the sur-
face this seems simple, and basically it is. The first task for either a large or small operation is to get ideas
and information from the field employees. Then it must categorize the information into specific job tasks. It
must formalize its findings into a usable safety and training manual authored by the experts who do the
work it covers—the field personnel. The experts must be involved and stay involved.


